1. Reading a citation in a Bibliography (30 points)
   a. Find 6 articles from the article bibliography.
      • Each of the 6 must be from a different source.
      • Minimum of 1 must be from print.
   b. Print the first page of the article.
   c1. For web journals: Record the abbreviated name, and full name for each source.
   c2. For print items: Record the abbreviated name, full name, call number for each source, and the library location for the print item.
   d. Number each copy 1 through 6
      • Highlight and number the corresponding citations from the article bibliography – the number on your copy should match the number on the article bibliography.

   Hand in the article bibliography, 6 copies, and the abbreviated name, full name & call number for each of the 6 sources.

2. Select presentation time & topic (5 points)
   a. Select a compound: Before our 2nd session

3. Library Research Experience (5 points)

   Email your answers to Thurston Miller (miller.115@nd.edu) to the following before the next class meeting

   Describe your approach to doing library research when you were in high school or in college.
   Where did you go to find information? What resources did you consult?
   How successful were you? How did you measure success?
   How did the thought of (or process of) library research make you feel?
1. Use CASSI (print version in the Chemistry Library OR http://cassi.cas.org/) to get the full journal name.
   (The ND Catalog does not usually index journal abbreviations.)

2. Search ND Catalog (All Notre Dame Campus Libraries)
   **Type the full journal name**
   **Put the name inside quotes if it has more than one word**
   Refine my results: Resource Type: Journals

3. What version of the journal is available at Notre Dame and where?
   <Available> link for print journals   <Online Access> link for online journals

![Engineering news-record](New York: McGraw-Hill)

**Online Access**
Notre Dame, Hesburgh Library • Serial Microfiche Collection • Microfiche S6 fiche 1-602

4. Does Notre Dame have access to the volume or year you need?
   Click the journal title to view the holdings information.
   Yes   Go to step 5
   No
   A. Maybe the journal changed its name or merged with another title. Look in the **Details** section for a **Related Titles** entry. Make note of the newer title or older title. Then go back to step 2a.
   B. The library does not have access to the volume/year you seek. Then you can request the article via inter-library loan.

5. If you selected an …
   <Available> record
   i. Write down the library and call number in addition to the citation.
   ii. Go to that library and find the call number.
   iii. Use the citation to find the article you need.
   iiiib. Request the item from the Annex
   <Online Access> record
   i. Click the link in the Online Access section.
   ia. If the title also has a print version then it will have a call number – write it down.
   ii. Use the citation to find the article you need.

6. Annex
   The Annex is off-campus.
   You have to request items to be delivered from the Annex.

**CAUTION:**
Requests made after Thursday at Noon are delivered on Monday or Tuesday.
Example of completed assignment #1 to be handed in along with the article bibliography and copies.

   Advanced Functional Materials
   Web format

   Advanced Materials
   TA 401 .A29
   Annex
   Print format

Etc.